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Sample multiple choice Questions in ADC

1. A 100MHz carrier is frequency modulated by 10 KHz wave. For a frequency deviation
of 50 KHz, calculate the modulation index of the FM signal.
a. 100
b. 50
c. 70
d. 90
2) Calculate the power in one of the side band in SSBSC modulation when the carrier
power is 124W and there is 80% modulation depth in the amplitude modulated signal.
a. 89.33 W
b. 64.85 W
c. 79.36 W
d. 102 W
3) What is the carrier frequency in an AM wave when its highest frequency component
is 850Hz and the bandwidth of the signal is 50Hz?
a. 80 Hz
b. 695 Hz
c. 625 Hz
d. 825 Hz
4) In Pulse Position Modulation, the drawbacks are
a. Synchronization is required between transmitter and receiver
b. Large bandwidth is required as compared to PAM
c. None of the above
d. Both a and b
5) In PWM signal reception, the Schmitt trigger circuit is used
a. To remove noise

b. To produce ramp signal
c. For synchronization
d. None of the above
6) In pulse width modulation,
a. Synchronization is not required between transmitter and receiver
b. Amplitude of the carrier pulse is varied
c. Instantaneous power at the transmitter is constant
d. None of the above
7) In different types of Pulse Width Modulation,
a. Leading edge of the pulse is kept constant
b. Tail edge of the pulse is kept constant
c. Centre of the pulse is kept constant
d. All of the above
8) In Pulse time modulation (PTM),
a. Amplitude of the carrier is constant
b. Position or width of the carrier varies with modulating signal
c. Pulse width modulation and pulse position modulation are the types of PTM
d. All of the above
9) Drawback of using PAM method is
a. Bandwidth is very large as compared to modulating signal
b. Varying amplitude of carrier varies the peak power required for transmission
c. Due to varying amplitude of carrier, it is difficult to remove noise at receiver
d. All of the above
10) Pulse time modulation (PTM) includes
a. Pulse width modulation
b. Pulse position modulation
c. Pulse amplitude modulation
d. Both a and b
1) In pulse amplitude modulation,
a. Amplitude of the pulse train is varied
b. Width of the pulse train is varied
c. Frequency of the pulse train is varied
d. None of the above
12) Types of analog pulse modulation systems are
a. Pulse amplitude modulation
b. Pulse time modulation

c. Frequency modulation
d. Both a and b
13) The sampling technique having the minimum noise interference is
a. Instantaneous sampling
b. Natural sampling
c. Flat top sampling
d. All of the above
14) The instantaneous sampling
a. Has a train of impulses
b. Has the pulse width approaching zero value
c. Has the negligible power content
d. All of the above
15) The techniques used for sampling are
a. Instantaneous sampling
b. Natural sampling
c. Flat top sampling
d. All of the above
16) A low pass filter is
a. Passes the frequencies lower than the specified cut off frequency
b. Rejects higher frequencies
c. Is used to recover signal from sampled signal
d. All of the above
17) Calculate the Nyquist rate for sampling when a continuous time signal is given by
x(t) = 5 cos 100πt +10 cos 200πt  15 cos 300πt
a. 300Hz
b. 600Hz
c. 150Hz
d. 200Hz
18) Calculate the minimum sampling rate to avoid aliasing when a continuous time
signal is given by x(t) = 5 cos 400πt
a. 100 Hz
b. 200 Hz
c. 400 Hz
d. 250 Hz
19) A distorted signal of frequency fm is recovered from a sampled signal if the
sampling frequency fs is

a. fs > 2fm
b. fs < 2fm
c. fs = 2fm
d. fs ≥ 2fm
20) The desired signal of maximum frequency wm centered at frequency w=0 may be
recovered if
a. The sampled signal is passed through low pass filter
b. Filter has the cut off frequency wm
c. Both a and b
d. None of the above
Answers
1.c 2.b 3.d 4.a 5.b 6.a 7.b 8.a 9.c 10.a 11.a 12.c 13 b 14 d 15 b 16 a 17 a 18
c19.d 20.d

Outcomes: Students actively solved the Questions and learnt the concepts.
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Objective: To learn about various animation services

Case Study on 3D Character Animation Services

The Client
Outsource2india was approached by a renowned Canada based company for expert 3D
animation services. Our client has been developing highly successful online games for
different platforms for the past 6 years, and approached us for creating animated expressions
for a variety of in-game characters.

The Client's Requirements
The client was seeking a professional 3D animation studio or company who could help them
create accurate facial expressions for a wide variety of emotions, which were then to be used
for their characters. After approaching different service providers, they finally chose O2I
based on the following

Our detailed creative trial output convinced them about our in-house capability



3D animation and rendering is one of our strong points, and the photorealistic
animations created by our designers helped them make their mind up



Our competitive pricing which also guaranteed quality results

Project Challenges
During the course of the project we faced certain challenges, including the following The client was very particular about the creativity and variations in the animated



expressions
Since the client's character roster consisted of many different male and female



characters, we had to develop unique expressions for both

Our Solution
In order to ensure we were able to deliver a high-quality final product, we took the following
steps 

A dedicated 3-member team was assigned to the project, which directly interacted
with the client regarding all project related requirements



All our workstations were equipped with the latest versions of CrazyTalk Animator
and Autodesk Maya software so that our animators could create and edit 3d animated
expressions with ease

The Result
The project was completed on a very satisfactory note, as the client was extremely satisfied
with our creative 3D animation output. Some of the high-points of the project include 

All 3d character animations were created to replicate a variety of human emotions,
and were life-like in nature



The client decided to outsource several other projects to us based on our expert
handling of the first project



Outsourcing the project to O2I ensured the client was able to save almost 40% in
costs, and is now one of our largest billing clients

Outcomes: Students were informed about the topic and they learnt the concepts.
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Mini Project
Creating Chess board-Animations
;verical lines
make "s 0
repeat 9 [
setxy -248+:s -248
fd 498
make "s :s+62
]
;horizontal lines
make "s 0
right 90
repeat 9 [
setxy -248 -248+:s
fd 498
make "s :s+62
]
;drawing the black squares
setfc "#969696
setcolor "#969696
make "y 0
repeat 8 [
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ifelse REPCOUNT%2=1
[make "x 0]
[make "x 62]
repeat 4 [
setxy -220+:x -220+:y
fill
make "x :x+62*2
]
make "y :y+62
]
home
;white pieces
setxy -217 -217
go "79 true
setxy -155 -217
go "77 true
setxy -93 -217
go "75 true
setxy -31 -217
go "73 true
setxy 31 -217
go "71 true
setxy 93 -217
go "75 true
setxy 155 -217
go "77 true
setxy 217 -217
go "79 true

repeat 8 [
setxy REPCOUNT*62-279 -155
go "81 true
]
;black pieces
setxy -217 217
go "80 true
setxy -155 217
go "78 true
setxy -93 217
go "76 true
setxy -31 217
go "74 true
setxy 31 217
go "72 true
setxy 93 217
go "76 true
setxy 155 217
go "78 true
setxy 217 217
go "80 true
repeat 8 [
setxy REPCOUNT*62-279 155
go "82 true
]
Ht

Screen shot of the output

Outcomes: Students were informed about the topic and they developed the project .
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1. Which devices provides positional information to the graphics system ?
a) Input devices
b) Output devices
c) Pointing devices
d) Both a and c
Answer: d
Explanation: Input devices positional information to the system they often called pointing
devices.
2. The number of pixels stored in the frame buffer of a graphics system is known as
a) Resolution
b) Depth
c) Resalution
d) Only a
Answer: d
Explanation: Number of pixels determines the resolution .
3. In graphical system, the array of pixels in the picture are stored in
a) Memory
b) Frame buffer
c) Processor
d) All the above
Answer: a
Explanation: Frame buffer is mainly used to store pixels.
4. Heat supplied to the cathode by directing a current through a coil of wire is called
a) Electron gun
b) Electron beam
c) Filament
d) Anode and cathode
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Answer: c
Explanation: In CRT the filament is responsible for supply of power.
5. The maximum number of points that can be displayed without overlap on a CRT is referred
as
a) Picture
b) Resolution
c) Persistence
d) Neither b nor c
View Answer
Answer: b
6.________ stores the picture information as a charge distribution behind the phosphorcoated screen.
a) Cathode ray tube
b) Direct-view storage tube
c) Flat panel displays
d) 3D viewing device.
Answer: b
Explanation: Instead of refreshing, DVST stores the picture information behind the screen.
advertisements
7. The devices which converts the electrical energy into light is called
a) Liquid-crystal displays
b) Non-emitters
c) Plasma panels
d) Emitters
Answer: d
Explanation: Emissive displays are devices that convert electrical energy into light.
8. In which system, the Shadow mask methods are commonly used
a) Raster-scan system
b) Random-scan system
c) Only b
d) Both a and b
Answer: a
Explanation: Raster-scan system uses shadow-mask method because they produce wide range
of colors.
9. The process of digitizing a given picture definition into a set of pixel-intensity for storage
in the frame buffer is called
a) Rasterization
b) Encoding
c) Scan conversion

d) True color system
Answer: c
10. Which display devices allows us to walk around an object and view it from different
sides.
a) Direct view storage tubes
b) Three-dimensional devices
c) Flat panel display devices
d) Plasma panel display devices
Answer: b
Explanation: 3D display devices allows user to view the object from different sides.
11. In LCD, the refresh rate of the screen is
a) 60 frames/sec
b) 80 frames/sec
c) 30 frames/sec
d) 100 frames/sec
Answer: a
Explanation: LCD screen is refreshed at 60 frames per second.
12. Random-scan system mainly designed for
a) Realistic shaded screen
b) Fog effect
c) Line-drawing applications
d) Only b
Answer: c
Explanation: Random-scan system mainly designed for Line-drawing applications.
advertisements
13. The primary output device in a graphics system is_________
a) Scanner
b) Video monitor
c) Neither a nor b
d) Printer
Answer: b
Explanation: The video monitor is the commonly used output device.
14. On a black and white system with one bit per pixel, the frame buffer is commonly called
as
a) Pix map
b) Multi map

c) Bitmap
d) All the above
View Answer
Explanation: Bit map frame buffer is always 1 bit per pixel.
15. Aspect ratio means
a) Number of pixels
b) Ratio of vertical points to horizontal points
c) Ratio of horizontal points to vertical points
d) Both b and c
View Answer
Answer: d
1. The phenomenon of having a continuous glow of beam on the screen even after it is
removed is called ?
[A] Fluorescence
[B] Persistence
[C] Phosphorescence
[D] Incandescence
Answer: C. Phosphorescence
2. Find the incorrect statement
[A] A perspective projection produces realistic views
[B] A perspective projection preserves realistic dimensions
[C] A parallel projection gives realistic representation of 3-D objects
[D] Both B and C above
Answer: D. Both B and C above
3. Oblique projection with an angle of 45 degree to the horizontal plane is called ?
[A] Cabinet projection
[B] Isometric Projection
[C] Cavalier projection
[D] None of above
Answer: C. Cavalier projection
4. Choose the correct statements
[A] Random scan monitors draw a picture one time at a time
[B] The components line of a random scan picture must be refreshed in a particular order
[C] Raster scan monitors draw a picture one line at a time
[D] Random scan method is well suited for displaying shading and color areas
Answer: A. Random scan monitors draw a picture one time at a time

5. The perspective anomaly in which the object behind the center of projection is projected
upside down and backward onto the view plane is called ?
[A] Perspective foreshortening
[B] Vanishing view
[C] View Confusion
[D] Topological distortion
Answer: C. View Confusion

Outcomes: Students actively solved the puzzles and learnt the concepts.
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Power Point Presentation
BST Program

C Program to implement Binary Search Tree Traversal

# include <stdio.h>
# include <conio.h>
# include <stdlib.h>
typedef struct BST {
int data;
struct BST *lchild, *rchild;
} node;
void insert(node *, node *);
void inorder(node *);
void preorder(node *);
void postorder(node *);
node *search(node *, int, node **);
void main() {
int choice;
char ans = 'N';
int key;
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node *new_node, *root, *tmp, *parent;
node *get_node();
root = NULL;
clrscr();
printf("\nProgram For Binary Search Tree ");
do {
printf("\n1.Create");
printf("\n2.Search");
printf("\n3.Recursive Traversals");
printf("\n4.Exit");
printf("\nEnter your choice :");
scanf("%d", &choice);
switch (choice) {
case 1:
do {
new_node = get_node();
printf("\nEnter The Element ");
scanf("%d", &new_node->data);
if (root == NULL) /* Tree is not Created */
root = new_node;
else
insert(root, new_node);
printf("\nWant To enter More Elements?(y/n)");
ans = getch();
} while (ans == 'y');
break;
case 2:
printf("\nEnter Element to be searched :");
scanf("%d", &key);
tmp = search(root, key, &parent);
printf("\nParent of node %d is %d", tmp->data, parent->data);
break;
case 3:
if (root == NULL)
printf("Tree Is Not Created");
else {
printf("\nThe Inorder display : ");
inorder(root);
printf("\nThe Preorder display : ");
preorder(root);
printf("\nThe Postorder display : ");
postorder(root);
}
break;

}
} while (choice != 4);
}
/*
Get new Node
*/
node *get_node() {
node *temp;
temp = (node *) malloc(sizeof(node));
temp->lchild = NULL;
temp->rchild = NULL;
return temp;
}
/*
This function is for creating a binary search tree
*/
void insert(node *root, node *new_node) {
if (new_node->data < root->data) {
if (root->lchild == NULL)
root->lchild = new_node;
else
insert(root->lchild, new_node);
}
if (new_node->data > root->data) {
if (root->rchild == NULL)
root->rchild = new_node;
else
insert(root->rchild, new_node);
}
}
/*
This function is for searching the node from
binary Search Tree
*/
node *search(node *root, int key, node **parent) {
node *temp;
temp = root;
while (temp != NULL) {
if (temp->data == key) {
printf("\nThe %d Element is Present", temp->data);
return temp;
}
*parent = temp;
if (temp->data > key)
temp = temp->lchild;
else
temp = temp->rchild;
}
return NULL;

}
/*
This function displays the tree in inorder fashion
*/
void inorder(node *temp) {
if (temp != NULL) {
inorder(temp->lchild);
printf("%d", temp->data);
inorder(temp->rchild);
}
}
/*
This function displays the tree in preorder fashion
*/
void preorder(node *temp) {
if (temp != NULL) {
printf("%d", temp->data);
preorder(temp->lchild);
preorder(temp->rchild);
}
}
/*
This function displays the tree in postorder fashion
*/
void postorder(node *temp) {
if (temp != NULL) {
postorder(temp->lchild);
postorder(temp->rchild);
printf("%d", temp->data);
}
}

Outcomes: Students shown interest in program execution and learnt the subject.
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Simple program in c for operations in singly linked list operations

#include<stdio.h>
#include<conio.h>
#include<process.h>
struct node
{
int data;
struct node *next;
}*start=NULL,*q,*t;
int main()
{
int ch;
void insert_beg();
void insert_end();
int insert_pos();
void display();
void delete_beg();
void delete_end();
int delete_pos();
while(1)
{
printf("\n\n---- Singly Linked List(SLL) Menu ----");
printf("\n1.Insert\n2.Display\n3.Delete\n4.Exit\n\n");
printf("Enter your choice(1-4):");
scanf("%d",&ch);
switch(ch)
{
case 1:
printf("\n---- Insert Menu ----");
printf("\n1.Insert at beginning\n2.Insert at end\n3.Insert at
specified position\n4.Exit");
printf("\n\nEnter your choice(1-4):");
scanf("%d",&ch);
switch(ch)
{
case 1: insert_beg();
break;
case 2: insert_end();
break;
case 3: insert_pos();
break;
case 4: exit(0);
default: printf("Wrong Choice!!");
}

break;
case 2: display();
break;
case 3: printf("\n---- Delete Menu ----");
printf("\n1.Delete from beginning\n2.Delete from
end\n3.Delete from specified position\n4.Exit");
printf("\n\nEnter your choice(1-4):");
scanf("%d",&ch);
switch(ch)
{
case 1: delete_beg();
break;
case 2: delete_end();
break;
case 3: delete_pos();
break;
case 4: exit(0);
default: printf("Wrong Choice!!");
}
break;
case 4: exit(0);
default: printf("Wrong Choice!!");
}
}
return 0;
}
void insert_beg()
{
int num;
t=(struct node*)malloc(sizeof(struct node));
printf("Enter data:");
scanf("%d",&num);
t->data=num;
if(start==NULL)
{
t->next=NULL;
start=t;
}
else
{
t->next=start;
start=t;
}

//If list is empty

}
void insert_end()
{
int num;
t=(struct node*)malloc(sizeof(struct node));
printf("Enter data:");
scanf("%d",&num);

t->data=num;
t->next=NULL;
if(start==NULL)
//If list is empty
{
start=t;
}
else
{
q=start;
while(q->next!=NULL)
q=q->next;
q->next=t;
}
}
int insert_pos()
{
int pos,i,num;
if(start==NULL)
{
printf("List is empty!!");
return 0;
}
t=(struct node*)malloc(sizeof(struct node));
printf("Enter data:");
scanf("%d",&num);
printf("Enter position to insert:");
scanf("%d",&pos);
t->data=num;
q=start;
for(i=1;i<pos-1;pos++)
{
if(q->next==NULL)
{
printf("There are less elements!!");
return 0;
}
q=q->next;
}
t->next=q->next;
q->next=t;
return 0;
}
void display()
{
if(start==NULL)
{
printf("List is empty!!");
}
else

{
q=start;
printf("The linked list is:\n");
while(q!=NULL)
{
printf("%d->",q->data);
q=q->next;
}
}
}
void delete_beg()
{
if(start==NULL)
{
printf("The list is empty!!");
}
else
{
q=start;
start=start->next;
printf("Deleted element is %d",q->data);
free(q);
}
}
void delete_end()
{
if(start==NULL)
{
printf("The list is empty!!");
}
else
{
q=start;
while(q->next->next!=NULL)
q=q->next;
t=q->next;
q->next=NULL;
printf("Deleted element is %d",t->data);
free(t);
}
}
int delete_pos()
{
int pos,i;
if(start==NULL)
{
printf("List is empty!!");
return 0;
}
printf("Enter position to delete:");

scanf("%d",&pos);
for(i=1;i<pos-1;pos++)
{
if(q->next==NULL)
{
printf("There are less elements!!");
return 0;
}
q=q->next;
}
t=q->next;
q->next=t->next;
printf("Deleted element is %d",t->data);
free(t);
return 0;
}
Output
—- Singly Linked List(SLL) Menu —1.Insert
2.Display
3.Delete
4.ExitEnter your choice(1-4):1—- Insert Menu —1.Insert at beginning
2.Insert at end
3.Insert at specified position
4.Exit
Enter your choice(1-4):1
Enter data:4
—- Singly Linked List(SLL) Menu —1.Insert
2.Display
3.Delete
4.Exit
Enter your choice(1-4):2
The linked list is:
4->
—- Singly Linked List(SLL) Menu —1.Insert
2.Display
3.Delete
4.Exit
Enter your choice(1-4):4
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In Moving Balls using Java Applet project we have two balls moving
perpendicular to each other. Also balls have some sort of animation which will
change its color regular intervals
import java.applet.*;
import java.awt.*;
import java.awt.event.*;
//Package Declarations
public class balls extends Applet implements Runnable
{
Random r = new Random(); // Random number generation for Different Colours
int x = 10, y = 10,sang1 = 0, sang2 = 0, he = 500 , wi = 500;
public void init()
{
Thread t = new Thread(this); // Thread creation for animation
t.start();
}
public void run()
{
while(true)
{
try
{
repaint();
Thread.sleep(100); // Thread time interval set to 100 mil seconds
if( x < wi - 100) // Playing with position of balls on the applet screen
x += 5;
if( y < he - 100)
y += 5;
if( x > wi - 100)
x = wi - 100;
if( y > he - 100)
y = he - 100;
sang1 += 10;
sang2 += 10;
}
catch(Exception e)

{}
}
}
public void paint(Graphics g)
{
Dimension d = getSize();
he = d.height;
wi = d.width;
g.setColor(new Color(r.nextInt(255),r.nextInt(255),r.nextInt(255))); // Balls random colors
sets
g.fillArc(x,20,100,100,sang1,90);
g.setColor(new Color(r.nextInt(255),r.nextInt(255),r.nextInt(255)));
g.fillArc(x,20,100,100,sang1 + 90,90);
g.setColor(new Color(r.nextInt(255),r.nextInt(255),r.nextInt(255)));
g.fillArc(x,20,100,100,sang1 + 180,90);
g.setColor(new Color(r.nextInt(255),r.nextInt(255),r.nextInt(255)));
g.fillArc(x,20,100,100,sang1 + 270,90);
g.setColor(new Color(r.nextInt(255),r.nextInt(255),r.nextInt(255)));
g.fillArc(10, y, 100, 100, sang2 ,90);
g.setColor(new Color(r.nextInt(255),r.nextInt(255),r.nextInt(255)));
g.fillArc(10,y,100,100, sang2 + 90,90);
g.setColor(new Color(r.nextInt(255),r.nextInt(255),r.nextInt(255)));
g.fillArc(10,y,100,100,sang2 + 180,90);
g.setColor(new Color(r.nextInt(255),r.nextInt(255),r.nextInt(255)));
g.fillArc(10,y,100,100,sang2 + 270,90);
}
}

Screenshot of output:

Outcomes: Students shown interest in learning the concepts and learnt the subject.
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Multiple Choice questions in MPMC
1. Operation code field is present in :
a) programming language instruction
b) assembly language instruction
c) machine language instruction
d) none of the mentioned
2. A machine language instruction format consists of
a) Operand field
b) Operation code field
c) Operation code field & operand field
d) none of the mentioned
3. The length of the one-byte instruction is
a) 2 bytes
b) 1 byte
c) 3 bytes
d) 4 bytes
4. The instruction format ‘register to register’ has a length of
a) 2 bytes
b) 1 byte
c) 3 bytes
d) 4 bytes
5. The R/M field in a machine instruction format specifies
a) another register
b) another memory location
c) other operand
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d) all of the mentioned
View Answer

6. In a machine instruction format, S-bit is the
a) status bit
b) sign bit
c) sign extension bit
d) none of the mentioned
7. The bit which is used by the ‘REP’ instruction is
a) W-bit
b) S-bit
c) V-bit
d) Z-bit
8. If W-bit value is ‘1’ then the operand is of
a) 8 bits
b) 4 bits
c) 16 bits
d) 2 bits
9. The instructions which after execution transfer control to the next instruction
in the sequence are called
a) Sequential control flow instructions
b) control transfer instructions
c) Sequential control flow & control transfer instructions
d) none of the mentioned
10. The instructions that transfer the control to some predefined address or the address specified
in the instruction are called as
a) sequential control flow instructions
b) control transfer instructions
c) sequential control flow & control transfer instructions
d) none of the mentioned

11. The instruction “JUMP” belongs to
a) sequential control flow instructions
b) control transfer instructions
c) branch instructions
d) control transfer & branch instructions

12. The mnemonic that is placed before the arithmetic operation is performed
is
a) AAA
b) AAS
c) AAM
d) AAD
13. The Carry flag is undefined after performing the operation
a) AAA
b) ADC
c) AAM
d) AAD
14. The instruction that performs logical AND operation and the result of the
operation is not available is
a) AAA
b) AND
c) TEST
d) XOR
15. In the RCL instruction, the contents of the destination operand undergoes
function as
a) carry flag is pushed into LSB & MSB is pushed into carry flag
b) carry flag is pushed into MSB & LSB is pushed into carry flag
c) auxiliary flag is pushed into LSB & MSB is pushed into carry flag
d) parity flag is pushed into MSB & LSB is pushed into carry flag
16. The instructions that are used to call a subroutine from a main program
and return to the main program after execution of called function are
a) CALL,JMP
b) JMP,IRET
c) CALL,RET
d) JMP,RET
17. The instruction that unconditionally transfers the control of execution to the
specified address is
a) CALL
b) JMP

c) RET
d) IRET
18. Which instruction cannot force the 8086 processor out of ‘halt’ state?
a) Interrupt request
b) Reset
c) both interrupt request and reset
d) Hold

19. NOP instruction introduces
a) Address
b) Delay
c) Memory location
d) None
20.Which of the following is not a machine controlled instruction?
a) HLT
b) CLC
c) LOCK
d) ESC

Questionnaire
This set of questions are very useful for passing interview for various microcontroller
related job positions right from hardware, software, testing etc. These questions are
very useful as college viva questions also.

Question -1: Explain interfacing of microcontroller with External EPROM
device.
Answer -1: This and other questions similar to this such as microcontroller
interfacing with ROM or any serial communication devices are often asked for
hardware position.
Question -2: Explain Serial communication flags and registers used in
microcontroller.

Answer -2: SCON, SBUF, TI, RI are used for serial communication.
Question -3:What is the difference between timer and counter of
microcontroller?
Answer -3: Timer counts internal clock cycles while counter counts external
events.
Question -4: Explain internal architecture of 8051 microcontroller.
Answer -4: This question demands ones understanding about internal
modules or blocks of a microcontroller and their use in microcontroller related
applications.
Question -5: Write a simple microcontroller program to blink LED at the
interval of 10 seconds.
Answer -5:
Question -6: What is the difference between microcontroller and
microprocessor?
Answer -6: There are many similarities between the both, but there are
differences also. Microcontroller is used mainly for monitor and control
applications. Microprocessor is used for embedded signal processing and
other computing related applications. Microcontroller houses CPU, timers and
ports inside it. Microprocessor itself is a CPU and does not usually will have
ports inside it.
Question -7: Explain SPI and CAN interfaces used with Microcontroller.
Answer -7:
Question -8: Mention any one 32 bit microcontroller and explain the same.
Answer -8: There are various microcontrollers which supports 32 bit

architecture. One such microcontroller is from freescale.
Question -9: There may be one more question on asking one to explain about
difference between microcontroller C programming and assembly level
programming.
Answer -9: In order to answer this one can mention advantages and
disadvantages of each other and also mention how assembly line of codes
can also be called in microcontroller C program.
Question -10: Explain data types used in microcontroller programming,
Answer -10: One need to explain data types with their size of storage and
range of values if asked specifically. Typical data types are bit, sbit, sfr, float,
signed char,unsigned char, enum, signed int etc.

Outcomes: Students shown interest in answering the questions and learnt the
subject.
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Q 1 - One of the following is true for an inline function.
A - It executes faster as it is treated as a macro internally
B - It executes faster because it priority is more than normal function
C - It doesn’t executes faster compared to a normal function
D - None of the above holds true for an inline function
Q 2 - Choose the respective delete operator usage for the expression ‘ptr=new
int[100]’.
A - delete ptr;
B - delete ptr[];
C - delete[] ptr;
D - []delete ptr;

3. A protected member of the class in accessible in
A - Only same class
B - Same class and derived class
C - Outside the class
D - None of the above.
4 - Designer of C++ programming language.
A - Charles Babbage

B - Dennis Ritchie
C - Brain Kernighan
D - Bjarne Stroustrup

5 - What is a generic class.
A - Function template
B - Class template
B - Inherited class
B - None of the above.
6 - Choose the invalid identifier from the below
A - Int
B - bool
C - DOUBLE
D - __0__
7 - Abstract class is __
A - A class must contain all pure virtual functions
B - A class must contain at least one pure virtual function
C - A class may not contain pure virtual function.
D - A class must contain pure virtual function defined outside the class.
8 - Operators sizeof and ?:
A - Both can be overloaded
B - Both cannot be overloaded
C - Only sizeof can be overloaded
D - Only ?: can be overloaded

9.Choose the option not applicable for the constructor.
A - Cannot be called explicitly.
B - Cannot be overloaded.
C - Cannot be overridden.
D - None of the above.
10.What is the size of ‘int’?
A-2
B-4
C-8
D - Compiler dependent

11.Choose the pure virtual function definition from the following.
A - virtual void f()=0 { }
B - void virtual f()=0 { }
C - virtual void f() {} = 0;
D - None of the above.

12.Runtime polymorphism is done using.
A - Function overloading
B - Virtual classes
C - Virtual functions
D - Friend function

13.What is a generic class.
A - Function template

B - Class template
B - Inherited class
B - None of the above.

14. C++ does not supports the following
A - Multilevel inheritance
B - Hierarchical inheritance
C - Hybrid inheritance
D - None of the above.

15.Runtime polymorphism is done using.
A - Function overloading
B - Virtual classes
C - Virtual functions
D - Friend function

16.Objects created using new operator are stored in __ memory.
A - Cache
B - Heap
C - Stack
D - None of the above.

17.How can we make an class act as an interface in C++?

A - By only providing all the functions as virtual functions in the class.
B - Defining the class following with the keyword virtual
C - Defining the class following with the keyword interface
D - Defining the class following with the keyword abstract

18.What is the full form of STL?
A - Standard template library.
B - System template library.
C - Standard topics library.
D - None of the above.

19.Identify the C++ compiler of Linux
A - cpp
B - g++
C - Borland
D - vc++

20.What is the size of the following union definition?
A-1
B-2
C-4
D-8

Outcomes: Students shown interest in answering the questions and learnt the
subject

